This work derives an analytical formula for the asymptotic state-the quantum state resulting from an infinite number of applications of a general quantum channel on some initial state. For channels admitting multiple fixed or rotating points, conserved quantities-the left fixed/rotating points of the channeldetermine the dependence of the asymptotic state on the initial state. The formula stems from a Noether-like theorem stating that, for any channel admitting a full-rank fixed point, conserved quantities commute with that channel's Kraus operators up to a phase. The formula is applied to adiabatic transport of the fixed-point space of channels, revealing cases where the dissipative/spectral gap can close during any segment of the adiabatic path. The formula is also applied to calculate expectation values of noninjective matrix product states (MPS) in the thermodynamic limit, revealing that those expectation values can also be calculated using an MPS with reduced bond dimension and a modified boundary.
Introduction & outline
A quantum channel A (also called a quantum markov chain, Kraus map, or completely-positive tracepreserving map) is the most general map between two quantum systems. Channels enjoy a range of applications, primarily in the quantum information community [1] , but also in studies of matrix product states [2, 3] , entanglement renormalization [4, 5] , computability theory [6] , and even biological inference processes [7] . Whenever one studies such maps, a key question to ask is:
What information from an initial state ρ survives under repeated application of A?
(1)
Answering this question helps determine how to properly initialize a quantum computer [8, 9] , optimize the preparation of certain exotic states [10, 11] (part of the active field of reservoir engineering [12] ), and even determine properties of matrix product states in the thermodynamic limit [3] . Quantum channels have already been engineered in, e.g., trapped ion [13] and IBM's circuit QED [14] platforms, and reliable engineering of arbitrary channels is actively being investigated [15] [16] [17] . Thus, it is important for the quantum community to be on firm ground with respect to question (1).
There have been several studies tackling question (1) , but many of them focused on either (A) Lindbladian channels, (B) on channels containing only fixed points (eigenmatrices with eigenvalue +1) and no rotating points (eigenmatrices with eigenvalue having modulus +1), and/or (C) channels admitting a fullrank steady state (i.e., channels that do not cause an entire subspace to decay to zero upon infinite applications). An answer to question (1) for the most general case is different than for any one of the specific cases (A-C). For example, due to the ability of general channels to permute states upon only one application, an answer [8] for channels generated by a Lindbladian [18] [19] [20] [21] does not cover the general case. To my knowledge, the following closely related works considered channels with rotating points in detail. Reference [22] (supplemented with a guided tour by Wolf [23] ) and an appendix of Ref. [24] derive a limit of infinite applications of a general channel, carefully canceling perpetually oscillating phases. There have been two different decompositions associated with general channels: [23, Thm. 8 ] being a fine-grained blockdecomposition of the asymptotic subspace-the subspace that survives under repeated application of the channel-and [25, Thm. 2] being a coarser algebraic decomposition of the Kraus operators into blocks of noiseless subsystems (see Sec. 5.2 for details). The works [26] [27] [28] as well as older literature (e.g., [2, 29] ; see also [23] ) consider classes of channels with rotating points, but such channels do not admit a decaying subspace. In fact, none of the works listed fully address conserved quantities of channels admitting decay.
In the MPS context [3] , a state's transfer channel A (also called a double tensor [30] ) is a channel whose Kraus operators are used to construct the MPS. The limit of infinite applications of A is intimately related to the thermodynamic limit of the MPS. Question (1) is then equivalent to What part of the MPS and its boundary conditions survive in the thermodynamic limit? (2) The exact connection between quantum channels and MPSs has been well-studied for the case when the MPS is injective-when its transfer channel has only one fixed point and no rotating points. However, noninjective MPS (with A having multiple fixed/rotating points) arise naturally in physical systems, ranging from anti-ferromagnets and Majumdar-Ghosh states [3] to more general spin chains [2, 31, 32] and systems with topological degeneracy [33, 34] . Non-injectivity is also ever-present in fermionic MPS [35] due to fermion parity preservation. In such MPS, effects due to the interaction of "twisted" boundary conditions with decaying bond degrees of freedom can persist in the thermodynamic limit, thus needing to be taken into account. Applying results about A, this work derives a consistent thermodynamic limit, improving on Ref. [36] , Eqs. (130-133) (cf. [37, 38] ). I also provide general results about expectation values, answering question (2) and showing how to absorb any "twisted" boundary effects into the boundary matrix of an MPS with smaller bond dimension.
The first part of this manuscript answers question (1) in a manner meant to be accessible to a large part of the quantum community. Section 2 introduces some notation and the general asymptotic framework. In Sec. 3, I start with channels E that do not admit decay, i.e., have a full-rank fixed-point. In Sec. 4, I pad the Kraus operators of E to obtain the channel A admitting a decaying subspace. It is shown how to construct the conserved quantities of A from those of E. In Sec. 5, I work in known results about the finer algebraic block decomposition of the asymptotic subspace, addressing question (1) for various subspaces. Special care is taken regarding asymptotics of irreducible channels-channels with a unique fixed point and one or more rotating points-as those differ substantially from any other case.
The second part of this work puts the results from the first part to use in two applications. Given a general channel A, it is shown that its restriction E to the maximal invariant subspace is sufficient for both applications. Section 6 develops an adiabatic limit for fixed-point spaces of continuous families of channels A (s) , showing that this limit quickly reduces to the limit of the corresponding Lindbladian channels E (s) − I. This answers the third question posed in this work, What are any differences between the fixed-point adiabatic limits of Hamiltonians and channels? (3) It is shown that a gap condition need only hold for a part of the channel, and the part acting on the decaying subspace can have its gap close without affecting the limit. Section 7 applies to matrix product states, where it is shown how one can calculate expectation values in the thermodynamic limit of MPS associated with A using MPS associated with E.
Asymptotics of channels
The canonical form of a quantum channel A and its adjoint A ‡ (a generalization of the Heisenberg picture defined under the Frobenius norm) is [39] [40] [41] 
The Kraus operators are assumed to be Ddimensional here, but the intuition presented here can be extended to certain infinite-dimensional cases [42] . Such channels can be represented as matrices acting on a vectorized density matrix, i.e., the D × D matrix ρ written as a D 2 -dimensional vector. Vectorization essentially "flips" the bra part in each of the outer products making up ρ and A is written as a D 2 × D 2 matrix of the formÂ = A ⊗ A acting on the vectorized ρ strictly from the left (with A being the complex conjugated A). This matrix or Liouville representation of A [43] is equivalent to the Kraus representation (4), and I slightly abuse notation by ignoring hats and not distinguishing the two.
In the matrix representation, channels can be studied in terms of their eigenvalues and eigenmatrices. The eigenvalues of all channels are contained in the unit disk, and this work focuses on the eigenvalues/matrices Ψ on the periphery of that disk, i.e.,
Such eigenmatrices are called the channel's (right) rotating points, and those with ∆ = 0 are called fixed points. The rotating points do not have to be physical states themselves; e.g., Ψ kk = |k k | is a rotating point of the channel A(·) = U (·)U † , where |k , |k are eigenstates of U . Since A may not be normal ([A, A ‡ ] = 0), the eigenmatrices J of its adjointleft rotating points -may be different from Ψ :
Left rotating points will be called conserved quantities because their expectation value is either constant or oscillates with successive powers of A, but does not decay:
The general block structure of Ψ 's is already wellknown [24, [44] [45] [46] [47] , and here the focus is on the structure of the J's. It is important to note that there are as many conserved quantities as there are rotating points (more technically, the Jordan normal form of A contains only trivial Jordan blocks for all eigenvalues on the periphery of the unit disk; see, e.g., Prop 6.2 in Ref. [23] ). All channels have at least one fixed point [48] with corresponding conserved quantity being the identity, always conserved due to eq. (5).
In the limit of many applications of A, all eigenmatrices with eigenvalues not on the periphery of the unit disk will become irrelevant and all that will be left of the channel is the projection onto the subspace spanned by the rotating points. The collective effect of many applications of A is quantified by the channel's asymptotic projection P A ,
which projects onto the eigenspace of the peripheral spectrum of the channel. The extra parameter α allows one to take the limit in such a way as to remove the eigenvalues e i∆ arising from application of A on ρ. For any ∆ = 2π N n (for some positive integers n, N ), rotating points of A are fixed points of A N , so one simply takes α m = N m to get rid of the extra phases. In this context, one can think of A as being an "asymptotic" root of P A [49] . Other ∆ which are not rational multiples of 2π can similarly be removed to arbitrary accuracy [22] [23] [24] by remembering that irrational numbers are limits of sequences of rationals. The above limit is a direct generalization of the large time limit of Lindbladian channels A t = e tL for some Lindbladian L. However, in that case, lim t→∞ e tL produces residual unitary evolution which is not so easily removed by clever manipulation of the limit.
The asymptotic projection is expressible in terms of (superoperator) projections onto the eigenspaces of the rotating points,
where the rotating points are indexed by their eigenvalue e i∆ and µ counts any degeneracies for each ∆. In that sense, conserved quantities are as important as fixed points despite being less well-understood. Conveniently, the rotating points and their corresponding conserved quantities can be made biorthogonal, Tr{J ∆µ † Ψ Θν } = δ ∆Θ δ µν . The Ψ 's thus determine the basis elements of a generalized Bloch vector [50, 51] of the asymptotic state P A (ρ) while the J's determine the coefficients of said Bloch vector. The biorthogonality condition easily implies that P A is really a projection -P 2 A = P A . The asymptotic projection for a channel with unique fixed point acts as P A (ρ) = Ψ Tr{ρ} = Ψ . Channels with more non-trivial P A are therefore those ∃ full-rank fixed point?
∃ rotating point?
ergodic [53] [54] [55] [56] Yes faithful [here] Yes irreducible [23, 57] Yes Yes mixing [56] Yes No primitive [22, 58] Yes Yes No Table 1 : Various types of channels. A blank entry means there is no requirement for that definition. For Lindbladians, mixing is also known as relaxing [27] and faithful is also known as minimal [59] . Primitive is equivalent to strongly irreducible [58] and irreducible and aperiodic [60] .
with multiple fixed or rotating points. As a simple example of such a channel, consider A = {A} acting on 2 × 2 matrices with one Kraus operator A = diag{1, e iθ }. Such a channel sports two fixed points, the identity and the Pauli matrix Z, and two rotating points σ ± with eigenvalues ∆ = ±θ. In fact, since there is only one Kraus operator, such a channel is actually unitary. For a non-unitary example, set θ = π (so A = Z) and add the Pauli matrix X as another Kraus operator [normalizing both A's by
to satisfy trace preservation (5)]. This channel has the identity as the unique fixed point and Y as the only rotating point with ∆ = π. Since both Kraus operators are Hermitian, the left and right fixed points are the same; we will see examples when they are not later. Other examples of P A come from recovery maps in quantum error-correction, which take a state which has undergone an error and project it back into the protected subspace of the quantum code [52] .
Faithful channels
This part focuses on channels that do not contain a decaying subspace. This means that no populations |ψ ψ| decay completely to zero under many applications of the channel: ψ|P E (|ψ ψ|)|ψ = 0 for all states |ψ , a channel E, and its asymptotic projection P E . Equivalently, the channel has to have one fixed point ρ which is of full rank ( ψ|ρ|ψ > 0 for all |ψ ). The structural differences between such channels and channels which do admit decay warrant a special definition:
Definition.
A channel E ≡ {E } is faithful if it admits a full-rank (i.e., faithful) fixed point ρ. In other words,
Here, I always use E to denote faithful channels and later show how E can be extended to channels A which act on a larger Hilbert space and admit a decaying subspace. In this sense, E is the faithful channel of A. Note that the number of fixed points is independent of this condition, and Table 1 relates this definition to others.
The first statement is regarding the relationship between the conserved quantities J and the Kraus of operators of E. It is a generalization of a theorem for fixed points of faithful channels [24, [61] [62] [63] [64] , which states that a conserved quantity J with eigenvalue ∆ = 0 commutes with all of the Kraus operators. It is shown that conserved quantities with ∆ = 0 commute up to a phase. For the aforementioned example E = {E} with E = diag{1, e iθ }, the conserved quantity σ + satisfies σ + E = e −iθ Eσ + . This turns out to be true for all faithful channels. We state the result below, relegating all proofs for the appendix.
for some real ∆. Then, for all ,
Next, I show that this formula imposes some restrictions on the peripheral spectrum of E, and that unitary J can be thought of as symmetries in a limited extension of Noether's theorem.
Spectral restrictions
Combined with the fact that there must be ≤ D 2 conserved quantities, there are sometimes constraints on ∆ such that there remain finitely many eigenvalues. Thus, I suggest that we divide conserved quantities into two types: nilpotent ones J nil and diagonalizable ones J dgn . Since J N nil = 0 for N ≤ D, the dimension of the Hilbert space, there are no restrictions on their eigenvalue. For a unitary channel E = {U }, such conserved quantities are the coherences |k k | between eigenstates |k = |k of U . On the other hand, projections |k k| onto eigenstates of U are examples of J dgn with ∆ = 0. While this is the only possible value for J dgn of unitary channels, general channels admit special J dgn with ∆ = 0. For example, the channel E = {X/ √ 2, Z/ √ 2} admits conserved quantities J dgn ∈ {I, Y } with eigenvalues ±1, respectively. More generally, it turns out these special J dgn can have only N th root-of-unity eigenvalues, with N tightly bounded by the dimension of the range of J dgn .
Proposition 2.
Let E = {E } be a faithful channel. Let J dgn be such that E ‡ (J dgn ) = e −i∆ J dgn for some real ∆ and assume J dgn is diagonalizable. Then, there exists an integer n such that
where 1 is the trace norm.
Splitting the set of J dgn into the ordinary ∆ = 0 case and the above special case, one can classify conserved quantities and their corresponding rotating points (it is implied that ∆ = 0 in the latter two types): Types I and II exist for Lindbladian evolutions, but type III is unique to general channels. Type III quantities affect the block-decomposition of rotating points into noiseless factors; this is addressed in Sec. 5.
Limited Noether-type theorem
Let us assume a unitary conserved quantity, J † J = JJ † = I, and show that the above two propositions extend known results ( [23] , Prop. 6.7) from irreducible to faithful channels. Proposition 1 readily implies that E is covariant (more specifically, invariant or symmetric) under J,
so conserved quantities are symmetries of the channel. Such quantities are also important in determining how the set of channels decomposes into path-connected subsets [65, Thm. 5] (see also [66] ). Proposition 2 implies that J N ≤D = I, so the set {J n } N −1 n=0 forms the symmetry group Z N . Note that the symmetry group is never infinite for finite dimension D. Generalizing this, the set of unitary conserved quantities thus forms a finite group under which E is covariant. This is a one-way Noether-type theorem linking conserved quantities to symmetries (see Refs. [8, 67] or Ref. [68] , Ch. 2.6, for the Lindbladian analogue). Note that this generalization is in a different direction from Ref. [69] , which introduces measures quantifying the extent to which a quantum state breaks a symmetry. This one-way theorem cannot be extended to a two-way theorem because symmetries of a channel are not always conserved quantities. A simple counterexample is the channel
Extending to general channels
Now let us extend faithful channels to channels which do not contain a full-rank fixed point. While Props. 1-2 break down for general channels, the extension below implies that, for every general channel, there is a corresponding faithful channel for which they hold. Any faithful channel E = {E } can be extended to a channel A = A which contains a decaying subspace (also, transient subspace [70] ). Specifically, the Kraus operators of A are
The zero is necessary by assumption: for E to act on the largest invariant subspace, A cannot take states out of that subspace. The dimensions of the square matrices E and A can differ, and the bounds of can change by padding the same E with two different pairs of matrices in ("upper right") and ("lower right") to make two different A's. The zero matrix in is necessary to make sure that is the largest invariant subspace; thus, all rotating points of A are the same as those of E. In addition, A needs to be a legitimate channel, i.e., satisfy eq. (5). Writing out the A 's in blocks [as in eq. (16)] yields the conditions
where Q is the projection on and P = I − Q is the projection onto (with Tr {P } ≡ D). For each faithful channel E, there are an infinite number of possible extensions A. Conversely, an arbitrary channel A either is a faithful channel or contains one, i.e., once the largest invariant subspace is determined (via, say, an algorithm [71] ), one will obtain the block decomposition (16) . The remaining two completely positive maps associated with this decomposition of A, {A } and {A }, are both trace-decreasing. Now let us develop the required notation. Just like P and Q split the Hilbert space into two parts, they can be used to split the space of operators on a Hilbert space into four "corners" { , , , } [59] . Each of the four corners corresponds to its own superoperator projection. For example,
for any operator O. The other three projections are defined accordingly. One can graphically determine which corner a product of operators belongs to by multiplying their blocks as matrices (e.g., A B ∈ ). Moreover, the four-corners projections add graphically (P + P ≡ P ) and are Hermitian (P ‡ = P ). Analogous to studying operators in terms of their matrix elements, one can study superoperators in terms of their four-corners decomposition. For example,
is the map {A } which transfers ρ from to . "Diagonal" elements are denoted as A ≡ P AP for convenience, so the faithful channel E ≡ P AP and similarly {A } ≡ P AP .
With conditions (16) and (17), A contains a decaying subspace of dimension Tr {Q} and the same rotating points as E. But what about the conserved quantities? Those are not the same because, by trace preservation, they need to make sure that all state populations (and sometimes some coherences) in are transferred to . For example, the identity is (always) a conserved quantity of A, but the analogous conserved quantity of E is P . Denoting the conserved quantities of E as J , it will now be shown how to extend them to form J, the conserved quantities of A. Having defined this notation, it is easy to write out the conserved quantities of the extended channel A.
Proposition 3. The conserved quantities of A corresponding to eigenvalues e
i∆ are
where J are the conserved quantities of A = E and
An important corollary of the above proposition is that J = 0. After plugging in this formula for J into P A (10), this means that the asymptotic projection has only two pieces:
where the faithful projection (for Lindbladians, minimal projection [59] )
is the asymptotic projection of the faithful channel E. The piece P E is responsible for preserving parts of an initial state ρ which is in while the piece P A P is a channel mapping states from onto the subspaces spanned by the rotating points of A, all located in . The key result here is that the rotation induced by ∆, besides inducing phases on the rotating points, also contributes to the decay of information from into . Namely, the inverse of the resolvent (21) modulates the decoherence induced during the decay in a way that depends on how close the eigenvalues of A are to the phases e i∆ . The ∆ = 0 case reduces to known results ( [24] , Lemma 5.8; [71] , Prop. 7),
where the resolvent can be thought of as the quantum version of the fundamental matrix from classical Markov chains [72] . These formulas also reduce to the Lindbladian result ( [59] [71] (also, reachability [70] ) probabilities of a given initial state ρ to reach a particular subspace of . The new result here is determination of the coherences reached by ρ, assuming knowledge of the left (J ∆µ ) and right (Ψ ∆µ ) rotating points of E. To determine the coefficient c ∆µ in the asymptotic state P A (ρ) = ∆µ c ∆µ Ψ ∆µ (10) , instead of applying A a sufficiently large number of times to determine P A , simply calculate
where I used eq. (19) and cyclic invariance.
Adding fixed-point structure
We have yet to consider the fine-grained structure of the asymptotic subspace. This section builds up the most general asymptotic subspace from its minimal ingredients: channels admitting decoherence-free subspaces and irreducible channels. The latter can have Type III (see Sec. 3.1) rotating points in the general case, making the usual noiseless subsystem decomposition significantly different from the Lindbladian or unitary cases. This section concludes with an algorithm that outputs a properly organized P A given a channel A.
Decoherence-free subspaces
Let us assume that now all of consists of rotating or fixed points, so A = E is a unitary channel. An example of this case is A = {E}, where
iθ } is the Kraus operator that mentioned before. The necessary and sufficient condition on the A's (16) for this to hold is
for some unitary U , real a , and such that |a | 2 = 1 to satisfy the condition (17a). Since there is no decay in , that portion forms a decoherence-free subspace (DFS) [73] and P E = P . The form of A also implies that P AP = 0. The rotating points and conserved quantities of E-outer products of eigenstates of U -are of course the same.
Adding in decay, the form (16) of A with the above restriction on A generalizes the previous DFS condition from eq. (11) of Ref. [74] (see also Refs. [75, 76] for different formulations). The difference is that now A does not have to be zero, so information from flows into the DFS . For example, in quantum errorcorrection, is the logical subspace, is the orthogonal error subspace, and the piece P A P plays the role of a "recovery channel" which attempts to recover the leaked information after an error [52] . It turns out one can remove the inverse term from P A P , putting the piece in Kraus form. Setting A = 0 and A = P (unitary evolution within DFS is trivial) eliminates A and reduces P A P to the transfer map (19) ,
with Kraus operators A . Condition (17b) on A reduces to A = 0, which is automatically satisfied by the set of operators {±A / √ 2}. However, the channel created by those operators is the same as {A }, so P A embeds an arbitrary recovery channel from the error subspace to code subspace .
Irreducible channels
On the opposite side from DFS channels are the irreducible channels-channels admitting a unique fullrank fixed point. We find P A for such channels below, including the presence of any additional rotating points-a case unique to non-Lindbladian channels.
For Lindbladian channels, there is only one asymptotic state (10) P A (ρ) = , the unique full-rank (on ) fixed point of the channel. For general channels, this situation is complicated by any Type III rotating points. An example is the channel 
where ω = e i 2π N is this quantity's eigenvalue (for some N ≤ D, the total dimension) and Π n is the projection onto the eigenspace of eigenvalue ω n [23, Thm. 6.6; see also proof of Prop. 2]. We can thus represent them as J µ , where µ ∈ Z N is literally the µth power of J . This J must commute with ; otherwise, J J † would be a different fixed point, violating irreducibility of E. Biorthogonality between the rotating points and conserved quantities with different eigenvalues and Tr{ } = 1 imply that the following must be true:
Satisfaction of these N equations forces Tr{Π n } = 1 /N. A striking fact is that the Ψ 's themselves are no longer orthonormal under the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product, Tr{Ψ † µ Ψ ν } ∝ δ µν . This was the case for Lindbladian channels [59] , and a simple counterexample 1 shows this is not true generally. There is an alternative characterization [22, 29] of the subspace spanned by the rotating points, popularized by Wolf [23, Thm. 6.16] . Instead of using Ψ µ , one uses the basis
of projected onto eigenspaces of J. For our example E, this basis is Ψ 0 = |0 0| and Ψ 1 = |1 1|, and E permutes one with the other. This characterization allows one to decompose the space of rotating points into finer blocks (in the example, two 1-by-1 blocks). The Ψ n are not eigenmatrices-they are permuted by E (see proof of Prop. 2)-but they are fixed points of E N . However, unlike Ψ µ , this basis is orthogonal. As for the asymptotic state (10), despite there being only one fixed point, the rotating points also have to be included:
where I plugged in eq. (28) and simplified. Extending from P E to the full P A just substitutes J µ for the first J µ , with J µ determined by Prop. 3.
Noiseless subsystems
The DFS case in Sec. 
In Lindbladians, such a combination of a DFS and an auxiliary subspace with a unique fixed point is collectively called a noiseless subsystem (NS) [77] . Its asymptotic state would then be expressible in the matrix basis |k k | ⊗ , where |k , |k are eigenstates of U with eigenvalues λ k , λ k and is the unique fixed point of {R } (e.g., [8] ). However, the Type III rotating points of {R } necessitate another index in the general case. Now, the rotating points are
This makes contact with [22, Thm. 9] , showing that the most general peripheral eigenvalues are combinations of eigenvalues of a unitary U and a root of unity stemming from a Type III rotating point. It is not generally possible to make an orthonormal basis of
This channel has a fixed point = diag{1/6, 1/3, 1/2}, and J = diag{1, 1, −1}. Eigenmatrices and J are not orthogonal.
rotating points when the irreducible factor admits rotating points (see previous subsection).
Noiseless blocks can further be stacked to form the most general asymptotic subspace, corresponding to Kraus operators
where U κ is unitary and {R ,κ } for each κ is irreducible [25] . This blocks-of-factors structure or shape of A is the most general form of an informationpreserving structure [24] . Rotating points and conserved quantities of the form from the previous subsection can be constructed for each block to form a canonical basis (i.e., a basis respecting the block structure). It is well-known among experts (see, e.g., [78] ) that the conserved quantities {J } form a matrix algebra -a vector space (where the vectors are matrices) that is closed under multiplication and the conjugate transpose operation. It is important to keep in mind that all of this extra structure in does not put any constraints on the remaining parts {A , A } of A, the extension of E (as long as eqs. (17) are satisfied). The extended conserved quantities J do not have to form a matrix algebra.
How to find P A
There exist several algorithms to determine the shape (34) of A [24, 25, 62, [79] [80] [81] [82] . A straightforward way [24] to find the form (34) for a general channel A is to diagonalize A and apply standard matrix algebra techniques [79, 81] to find a canonical basis for the algebra of conserved quantities in . Using Prop. 3, I slightly extend the algorithm from Ref. [24] to one that finds and organizes not just the conserved quantities restricted to , but the full conserved quantities as well. Once again, the main new inclusion is the determination of conserved quantities whose eigenvalue is modulus one (as opposed to exactly one).
Algorithm. Finding and organizing P A Find the rotating points Ψ and conserved quantities J by diagonalizing A
Construct P A and P , the projection onto range{P A (I)} Find the projected conserved quantities J ≡ P JP Decompose the algebra spanned by J into canonical form using, e.g., Refs. [79, 81] Determine a canonical basis Ψ for the rotating points and J for the conserved quantities Extend J to J via Prop. 3.
Note that is the range of P A (I), i.e., P A (I) ∝ P , because I is dual to the maximally mixed fixed point 1 Tr{P } P and is the only conserved quantity with nonzero trace.
Application: Adiabaticity
In this section, an adiabatic limit is derived for continuously parameterized families of channels admitting only fixed points. It is shown that the spectral gap of A can be closed for any segment of the adiabatic path without affecting the adiabatic evolution of the fixed points. The only gap that must remain open is that of A .
From channels to Lindbladians
Consider a continuously parameterized family of channels A (s) with s ∈ [0, 1] and with no rotating points. Instead of thinking of these as repeated applications of random channels [83, 84] , we assume that A (s) is smoothly varying. Starting with an initially fixed-point state of ρ ∞ = A (0) (ρ ∞ ), we determine how this state evolves under the map
This is a discrete channel version of the usual quantum-mechanical adiabatic limit [85, 86] , where the generator of unitary time evolution is slowly varied during evolution. Those familiar with unitary quantum mechanics would expect that, upon evolution in a closed path A (1) = A (0) , one remains in the fixed-point subspace of A (s) and returns to the same state up to a geometric phase [87] or unitary matrix [88] operation. Such a limit has indeed been extended to fixed-point subspaces of Lindbladians (e.g., [89, Thm. 2.6]), and the few simple manipulations below will convert the above limit of discrete maps into this case. However, note that initializing in a subspace other than the one of slowest decay is not as straightforward [90] [91] [92] [93] .
To reduce the above, we use the calculus of differences [94] . For n ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N }, define the map ρ
At this point, one can proceed to derive a discrete version of the adiabatic expansion of Ref. [89] . However, it is simpler to take the continuum limit directly, yielding the evolution equation
Therefore, adiabaticity of Kraus map families A (s) is solely determined by their corresponding Lindbladians L (s) . Using the aforementioned results [89] , the asymptotic solution to eq. (35) is cos 2 πs(|0 0| − |1 1|) with eigenstates |0 , |1 . The two populations |0 0| (labeled by •) and |1 1| ( ) are fixed points of the evolution while the two coherences |0 1|, |1 0| ( ) are eigenmatrices with the energy difference as the eigenvalue. As |0 and |1 become degenerate at s = 1 2 , the coherence eigenvalues go to zero, and so transitions between |0 and |1 can occur. (b) A path traced by the four eigenvalues of the Lindbladian with jump operator (41) . The coherences remain separated from the origin when both |0 0| and |1 1| are fixed points at s = 1 2 , so transitions between |0 and |1 are suppressed.
where is the time-ordered product of P (s)
A . The evolution can also be calculated using the Berry connection [59, 95] 
where one can parameterize ∂ s = α v α ∂ α into various directions α in parameter space with velocities v α , and {Ψ, J} are the fixed points and conserved quantities, respectively. This connection allows us to express the closed-loop adiabatic evolution as a holonomy [96] T (ρ ∞ ) = Pe
telling us how a state in the instantaneous fixed-point subspace has rotated as the entire subspace is parallel transported in the parameter space (with P denoting a path-ordered integral). Now let us add in the structure of A, meaning that for each s there is an additional instantaneous set of projections P (s) . Assuming that all fixed points lie in , it was shown [59] that the O(1/N ) correction term depends on the spectrum of L and not of L . Below, we go further and show that the dissipative gap of L -the nonzero eigenvalue with the smallest real part-can even be closed without affecting the adiabatic evolution of the fixed points in .
The gap can close: a simple example
Let us first consider a simple example of a channel whose gap in closes without affecting adiabatic evolution in . Let L (s) be a Lindbladian family with a single jump operator
where we have written the matrix in the |0 , |1 basis ( = |0 0|, = |0 1|, etc.). This system has a fixed point Ψ = |0 0|, two coherences |0 1|, |1 0| with eigenvalue − . This could not have been possible in the case of a Hamiltonian (see Fig. 1 ), where coherences between two degenerate eigenstates are always fixed points. Since no coherences are there to facilitate transitions between |0 and |1 , a state in |0 0| remains there even at s = 
General case
The degeneracy in the example below occurs only at a point, and it has already been shown that point crossings do not affect the adiabatic limit [86, 97] . Here, I show that the adiabatic evolution of is not affected by even if the gap of L (s) is closed for a finite segment of s. Namely, adiabatic evolution (40) of a state initially in is
where
E is the asymptotic projection of the faithful Lindbladian For case I, we apply the usual adiabatic theorem for the fixed-point subspace of L (s) . Therefore, adiabatic evolution is governed by the Berry connection A (39). Suppressing s, let {ψ, j} be any fixed point and its corresponding conserved quantity of L . Let {Ψ, J} be any such pair for L . Since we start in a state ρ ∞ ∈ , we need to consider whether there are any transitions into caused by the terms Tr{j † ∂ α Ψ } of A. We know from Prop. 3 that j may only overlap with the fixed-point space of L and with some part of any decaying subspace. Since is not a decaying subspace, j = P (j). Moreover, since the derivative ∂ α cannot map into , 2 we have that
Combining these yields
meaning that A does not contain any transitions of fixed points into those in . This is true more generally, namely, for the decomposition of the fixed-point set into blocks indexed by κ discussed in Sec. 5.4, each block evolves separately in the adiabatic limit and no transitions between different κ are allowed. For case II, L is always gapped and so adiabatic evolution is determined by the Berry connection of the fixed points of L . Therefore, in the adiabatic limit, a state in will remain in the instantaneous as s is slowly varied. Moreover, one can instead consider only P E because the derivative operator cannot map into ,
) Thus, in both of the above cases, one only had to care about the parts of the Berry connection A consisting of the fixed points and conserved quantities of L (43). Therefore, the adiabatic evolution can be expressed using only the associated projection P E (42).
Application: Matrix product states
For those who skimmed Secs. 3-6, those parts focused on the distinction between a channel A and its corresponding faithful channel E ≡ P AP -A restricted to the largest invariant subspace . The block thus forms a decaying subspace, but the asymptotic projection P A (10) of A = {A } nevertheless retains information from states in by transferring it into through the operators A . A similar effect is observed in the thermodynamic limit of matrix product states (MPS). Here, the results about A are applied to obtain an unambiguous thermodynamic limit for any MPS that is translationally invariant in the bulk, but has non-trivial boundary effects. Then, I show how one can absorb any dependence of said limit on the decaying parts of the bond degrees of freedom into the boundary conditions B. This allows one to shorten the bond dimension and use the A = E instead of the full A. (46) where E = A is the restriction of A to the maximal invariant subspace .
A similar result holds for two single-site observables that are infinitely far apart in the chain and infinitely far from the boundaries. The proof consists of the remainder of this section. Due to the aforemenetioned effects, B = B ; an expression for B in terms of B is derived below. The technique is somewhat reverse of what has been done before (see Sec. 3.2.2 of [3] ): instead of first considering a general MPS, I simplify the corresponding MPS of a general faithful channel E in the thermodynamic limit, and then show how any contribution from its extension A can be absorbed into the boundary.
MPS from faithful channels
Our playground is now a one-dimensional chain of 2M +1 spins. Each spin is L-dimensional and indexed by the physical index . Let us consider a faithful channel E = {E } L =1 (with E N × N matrices for some bond dimension N ) and write its corresponding MPS |Φ (47) where the N × N boundary matrix B provides the ability to pin the boundary of the chain to various states [98] . Physically meaningful boundaries are either B = I (the identity) for translationally invariant MPS's or B = |r l| for some states |r , |l quantifying the effect of the boundary on the right and left ends of the chain. I consider cases where the bond dimension N is independent of system size M , noting there are interesting cases where this is not so [3, Appx. A.1].
The Kraus operators of E decompose into blocks κ, as in eq. (34) , with each block a noiseless subsystem. Since the Kraus operators are block-diagonal, Tr{BE −M · · · E M } decouples into a sum of traces over each block. Each block corresponds to its own MPS, and the different MPS will not overlap with each other in the thermodynamic limit (M → ∞). Thus, we can consider only one block from now on. In this block, the Kraus operators factor as E = U ⊗R , where {R } is an irreducible channel. The DFS part U can be diagonalized, so the MPS once again decouples. This leaves us with only the irreducible parts R and automatically puts our MPS into canonical form [3, 37] . We assume from now on that E is irreducible.
One can obtain the normalization of the MPS in the thermodynamic limit by tracing out the sites one by one:
where B ≡ B ⊗ B, the trace is over superoperator space, and α is the parameter that eliminates phases stemming from rotating points. We assume E has N rotating points, meaning that all peripheral eigenvalues are N th roots of unity. Thus, setting α = N yields an unambiguous thermodynamic limit for general boundary conditions. 4 Similarly, the expectation value of an observable O on a site in this thermodynamic limit is
where the corresponding superoperator is
Using what we know about P E (31) for irreducible channels and plugging in eqs. (51) and (71), eq. (50) becomes
Each term in the sum over µ is determined by the boundary block Π µ+1 BΠ µ , and the unique structure of E implies that all other parts of B are irrelevant in the thermodynamic limit. In fact, each term in the sum corresponds to a contribution coming from a distinct MPS. Another way to see this is by taking the lattice size M to be a multiple of N and performing the periodic decomposition [3, Thm. 5].
Adding decay
Now let us extend E to A, meaning that the MPS |Φ {B} A is the same eq. (47) but with E → A . After some algebra, the coefficient Tr{B(
This is precisely the same structure occurring in, e.g., product vacua with boundary states [31, 32] . The first term corresponds to the MPS |Φ
{B} E
we already studied. The second term vanishes in the thermodynamic limit because its corresponding transfer matrix does 4 Note that |Ψ {B} P E is also the fixed-point MPS that
flows to under RG transformations [99] [100] [101] , and
, so simplifying P E also yields insight into the structure of RG fixed points.
not have any fixed points. When B = 0, the third term is present and has the form of a translationallyinvariant domain wall excitation. Therefore, the decaying subspace corresponds to extra degrees of freedom on each site which house such an excitation. This excitation is never present for periodic boundary conditions (B = I), allowing one to straightforwardly derive an standard form for that case [3, 37] . However, here we focus on "twisted" boundaries B = 0.
The single-site expectation value (50) is now
where the second projection is now P A due to the presence of the boundary term B . Simplifying, the analogue of eq. (52) is then
Now there are two contributions from P A , P E and P A P , with the latter determined by Prop. 
† is positive, P A is a channel, and Π µ+1 is a projection. Now, write out the projections, Π µ = ξ |µ, ξ µ, ξ| (with ξ depending on µ), to obtain
where µ,ξ ≡ µ, ξ| |µ, ξ > 0 (since is full-rank). Therefore, setting
satisfies the equality (56 
Other observables
The same result occurs with two observables O (1) and O (2) (with corresponding superoperators O (1) and O (2) ) separated by some number of sites W ,
and take the W → ∞ limit by blocking sites in order to get rid of any phases from rotating points. This yields
(60) After the simplifications of the previous section, we observe that in order for Φ { B} E to have the same expectation values, one now has to tune the "next nearestneighbor" elements Tr{Π µ+2 BΠ µ B † } [independent from x µ (56) for N ≥ 3] . The potentially interesting case of N = 2 is left for future investigation.
Similarly, consider an observable touching the left boundary:
Somewhat surprisingly, considering an observable touching the right boundary produces something completely different: 
Conclusion
An important property of quantum channels A is their asymptotics, i.e., their behavior in the limit of infinite applications, akin to the infinite-time limit of Lindbladians [8, 59 ]. An infinite product of A produces the channel's asymptotic projection P A -a projection on all of the non-decaying eigenspaces of the channel (i.e., whose eigenvalues have unit modulus). The superoperator P A can be constructed out of the channel's left and right rotating points, or as they are called here, conserved quantities J and steady-state basis elements Ψ . The aim of the first half of this work is to determine which parts of an initial state are conserved in the limit of infinite applications of the channel, extending analogously motivated work for Lindbladian channels [8] . This involves a derivation of the structure of both the Ψ (already known) and the J (developed here) making up P A . I start off with two statements about channels admitting a full-rank fixed point, which I call faithful. The first is that any J commute with a faithful channel's Kraus operators up to a phase. The second is that the eigenvalue of any diagonalizable J of a faithful channel is an N th root of unity, where N is tightly bounded by trace norm of J. A third result deals with determining the dependence of the asymptotic state on the initial state and on properties of A. An analytical formula is derived that quantifies the dependence of the final state on initial states located in A's decaying eigenspaces (i.e., whose eigenvalues are less than one in modulus).
The aim of the second half of this work is to apply results from the first half to an adiabatic limit for channels and to matrix product states. In both applications, it is shown that the channel E-the restriction of A to its largest invariant subspace-is sufficient to work with for the outlined purposes. An adiabatic limit for channels in developed, and it is shown that the gap of the part of the channel acting on the decaying subspace can close. The second application is to matrix product states (MPS), where asymptotics come into play in the thermodynamic limit or in the limit of infinite renormalization transformations. In the same way that asymptotic states depend on initial states, the thermodynamic limit of MPS (whose transfer matrices admit more than one fixed point) depends on the boundary conditions. In such situations, the effects of any decaying bond degrees of freedom can be absorbed in the boundary conditions. Quantitatively, it is shown that the thermodynamic expectation value of a local operator O with an MPS having transfer matrix A and boundary condition B is equivalent to the expectations values with MPS having transfer matrix E and a modified boundary condition B (46) . This allows one to remove extra bond degrees of freedom when considering the thermodynamic limit. Since similar two-dimensional MPS (often called "PEPS" [102] ) also correspond to a transfer channel, such techniques may be further generalized to study PEPS dependence on boundaries. N n for n ∈ {0, 1, · · · N − 1}, i.e., J dgn has eigenvalues which are N th roots of unity. Now I show that N ≤ J dgn 1 . Since J dgn is diagonalizable, one can write
where ω ≡ e i 2π N and the projections onto the eigenspace of J dgn corresponding to eigenvalue ω n are
Proposition 1 implies that for all ,
Projecting E onto the support of J dgn using Π = n Π n (68) and applying the above yields a matrix of exactly N blocks Π n E Π n+1 ,
In the basis of eigenstates of Π, this can be viewed as a matrix of dimension
Since Π n are distinct orthogonal projections, the largest number of blocks in ΠE Π occurs when all Π n are rank one; then N = J dgn 1 . Generally, N ≤ J dgn 1 . 
Proposition 3. The conserved quantities of
Proof. I generalize previous results ( [24] , Lemma 5.8; [71] , Prop. 7) to the case of rotating points. Start by writing the eigenvalue equation
in terms of the four-corners decomposition of J and
The three zeroes in the above decomposition for A ‡ can be derived by brute-force use of eq. 
Using eqs. (13) and (17), one can see that 
This can in turn be used to show that J = 0 [59] . Assume by contradiction that J = 0. Then, there must exist a corresponding right fixed point Ψ with A (Ψ ) = 0. But we have already assumed that all right fixed points are in . Therefore, J = 0. The remaining eq. (78c) becomes J e −i∆ = P A ‡ (J ) + A ‡ (J ) (82) and can be used to solve for J in terms of J (since A − e i∆ is invertible on ), obtaining the statement.
